Commercial Building Inspection Course: Accolades…
I just wanted to extend a hardy congratulations on a well organized and well presented
Commercial Building Inspection class this past weekend. I feel very fortunate to have
learned from you and will be able to confidently move forward with my business plan.
Again, thank you so much!
Todd Gourley
Reveal360 Inspection Services, LLC
For Collins, Colorado
_______________________________________________________________________
I commend you on your Commercial Inspection course. Your presentation and
supporting materials were executed at the highest level. The course was well worth the
fee.
I will recommend you to anyone wishing to increase their proficiency in the inspection
field.
Marion Peeples
ProSpect Inspections LLC
Oak Ridge, NC

___________________________________________________________________________
Too many things are left unsaid, so I'd just like to thank you for the commercial class in
Ft. Lauderdale.
Not only for the wealth of information, but also, and especially, for the overall point of
view and attitude that you conveyed. Profession, yet relaxed; Principled, and practical.
It was a great experience, and a wonderful learning opportunity.
Austin Boleman
_______________________________________________________________________
I just wanted to send you a quick note to say thank you for a wonderful class. I for one
really appreciate the experience and knowledge you shared with us over the last 3 days.
The class is one of the best and most informative that I have attended. You are an
extremely gifted speaker and bring a lot of class and professionalism to your training. I
went into the course with high expectations and you exceeded them. I learned a lot more
that I thought I would.
Sean C. Van Ryder
President
Colt Inspection Services

The most impressive aspect of the class, and what says volumes about your company, is
the obvious goal of the instructor. It is understood that teaching is another revenue
stream for anyone in the industry that goes on to teach courses to their peers and others
in like industry. It was obvious from the start of the course to the end that Richard’s
ultimate goal was that each person in the class walk away having the ability to be
successful in the commercial inspection arena. He displayed on numerous occasions that
CDW was willing to do anything, within reason, to make sure this was accomplished. I
would like to suggest that you not offer this course to your competitors.
Jeff Luther
President
Home-Probe, Inc.

___________________________________________________________________________
I am in my 9th year in the inspection profession and I believe that the Commercial
Inspection Course was probably one of the best courses that I have ever taken. I applied
some of the techniques that I learned in the class at a Commercial Inspection on a 26,000
sq. ft. office complex 2 days after the course and found the information invaluable. Mr.
Weldon was a great instructor who really knew the course material and could also instruct
the material so it could be understood. I would recommend this course to anyone
considering Commercial Property Assessments.
Bill Schwahn, ASHI, AII
Bridger View Inspections, Inc.
________________________________________________________________________
Richard’s knowledge, common sense, teaching – excellent!
Greg Hart
________________________________________________________________________
Professionalism at its best!
Eli Barak

Excellent delivery!
Tony Coelho
Ancoe Property Inspections

Very detailed and all questions were made clear, Commquote is very helpful, Richard is a
great speaker.
Eddy Jalbert

The entire course was great! I recommend this commercial course to every building
inspector!
Stéphane Demens
College D'enseignement Immobilier CEI

